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Travel Writing Workshop: Road Map 
 
 
Introduction 
 A.  What we’ll cover 
 B.  Who am I? Who are you? 
 C.  Travel writing: the dream occupation 
 D.  Travel writing: the reality and rewards 
 
 
How to Write Travel Stories 
 A.  Commercial. Literary. The blend. 
 B.  Types of travel stories 
 C.  Attributes of good travel writing: Particular/Universal; Three I’s 
 D.  Story structure: formulas and beyond 
 E.   Building blocks: lead, topic paragraph, body, transitions, conclusion 
 
 
Writing with Strength and Style: Nonfiction Toolbox 
 A.  Show, don’t tell 

B.   First person 
C.  Travel writing problems: lack of focus, fluffy style 

 D.  Mining your memories 
E.   Universal guidelines for good writing 
F.   Powers of observation 
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References for Travel Writers 
 
 

WRITING GUIDANCE 
 
The Elements of Style: Strunk and White. Classic short text on writing with style and 
precision. 
 
On Writing Well: William Zinsser. Invaluable book on writing nonfiction in various genres, 
including travel. 
 
Writing Creative Nonfiction: Theodore A. Rees Cheney. How to use the techniques of 
fiction to bring your nonfiction to life, add new dimensions. 
 
 
 

SUGGESTED TRAVEL AUTHORS AND BOOKS 
 
Authors: Jan Morris, Pico Iyer, Bill Bryson, Tim Cahill, Mark Twain, Paul Theroux, Moritz 
Thomsen, Norman Lewis, Tony Horwitz. 
 
Books suggested for study: Blue Highways, William Least Heat Moon; Into the Heart of Borneo, 
Redmond O’Hanlon; Old Glory, Jonathan Raban; The Hidden West, Rob Schultheis; A Time of Gifts, 
Patrick Leigh Fermor; Great Plains, Ian Frazier; Holy Cow: An Indian Adventure, Sarah MacDonald; 
Eastward Ha/Westward Ha, S.J. Perelman; The Sheltering Sky, Paul Bowles; A Passage to India, E.M. 
Forster; Video Night in Kathmandu, Pico Iyer; The Great Railway Bazaar, Paul Theroux; Lost On 
Planet China, J. Maarten Troost. 
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MARKETING, OTHER PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Writer’s Market: Annual book lists publications in every category, from Bull Breeder's Monthly 
to Town & Country, with rates, guidelines, contact information, requirements. Has a section on 
travel publications. Helpful essays for writers. (www.writersdigestshop.com) 
   
Writer's Digest: Monthly magazine from Writer's Market publisher. (www.writersdigest.com) 
 
The Writer: Monthly magazine. (www.writermag.com) 
 
www.mediabistro.com: Membership ($119 one year, $14.99/month, 14-day free trial) lets 
freelancers read “How to Pitch…” articles on specific publications, take courses, view a 
masthead database, see editorial calendars.  
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Assignment 
 
 To write better, you have to test-drive the ideas from the workshop. There’s only one way: 
Write something. So here’s an optional writing assignment: 
 

Write a travel piece of 500-1,000 words. That’s 2-4 typed pages. 
 
Guidelines: 
 Get your idea in focus: In 500-1,000 words you can’t write a story about “India,” let’s say. 
So find a slant that narrows your subject and makes it manageable. Eliminate everything else.  
 Format: You can treat this assignment as 1) a complete short piece for publication, 2) the 
beginning of a feature story, 3) a personal essay or memoir, 4) a diary entry. Choose the 
approach that meets your goals for this workshop and feels natural to you. 
 Process: Before you write, try these useful exercises from our discussion: 1) Close your 
eyes and note the first picture that comes to mind; 2) Mine your memory to recall specifics and 
sensory details.  
 Maybe you’ve told friends some amusing or amazing stories about your trip. Maybe traveling 
there gave you insights about life or yourself. This is all material for a story. 
 In any case, make the place come to life for the reader. Show, don’t tell. Try to develop a 
scene and put the reader there. Include people and have them speak. Be aware of transitions. 
At the end, conclude. In other words, keep in mind all the writing principles we’ve talked about. 
 
You have a choice of two topics: 
 A place that made an unforgettable impression: Choose any place in the world (including the 
U.S.). You may have to do some additional research, rummage through your travel memories, 
and check that your facts are up to date. 

OR: 
 Santa Barbara: Focus on an aspect of Santa Barbara that intrigues you.  This choice requires 
legwork. Like a working travel writer, you’ll go wandering, jot down details and notes, meet 
people to ask questions and get good quotes, do a bit of research, and dig beneath the surface 
for something original to say.  
 
Your goal: Develop your own take on your subject, and bring it to life. 
 
Submission:  
 Within 10 days (no exceptions) after the conference, mail your story (as a printout, 
please) to Jerry Dunn at 812 El Camino Road, Ojai, CA 93023.  
 I’ll do what an editor would do: Write a brief letter guiding a rewrite, and do some line 
editing (grammar, usage, etc.).  
 Required: A self-addressed stamped envelope for returning your edited story. 
 This is a rare offering, so take advantage of it! 
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The Travel Story: Refresher Page 
 
 
KINDS OF TRAVEL WRITING: 1) Commercial (upbeat, service orientation, short shelf life); 2) 
Literary (insightful, enduring, fiction techniques); 3) Blend (best of both). 
 
TYPES OF STORIES: 1) Destination (general, exotic, city, getaway, round-up, natural history, 
history); 2) In Motion (scenic drive, mode of transportation); 3) Activity and Adventure (soft 
adventure, adventure, sports); 4) Special Interest (hobby, food, culture, shopping, personal 
growth, quest); 5) Service (basic, money, age, health, cruises, Internet, hiking, advice); 6) Timely 
(seasonal/annual events, anniversary/special events, news peg, trend); 7) Other (people, humor, 
ecotourism/ethnic tourism, offbeat). 
 
ATTRIBUTES OF GOOD TRAVEL WRITING: 1) Particular and Universal; 2) Three I’s” – 
Information, Intelligence, Insight. 
 
STORY STRUCTURE: 1) Beginning, middle, end (lead, body, conclusion); 2) Circle; 3) “Hey, 
You, See, So”. 
 
BUILDING BLOCKS OF A STORY: 
1) Lead: must grab reader’s interest, make great first impression, be original, get going fast, tell 
where/when/why, reveal gist of story, introduce theme, express personality. Don’t summarize. 
Focus on the place, not yourself. 

Types: Scene (“you are there”), Description (place or person), Action (somebody doing 
something), Point of View (inside writer’s head), Curiosity Provoker (delay = suspense), Quote 
(colorful, surprising), Time and Place (establishes location), General/Summary (boring), News 
(pegged to current event), Historical (past scene, can mix with present), Anecdote (brief story), 
“I” (must charm reader) “You” (direct address, I-Thou), Question (hooks reader), Literary 
(author reference), Gimmick (odd facts, teasers). 
 
2) Topic paragraph: Change in tone. Main idea in a nutshell. Tell readers where they are, where 
the story is going. Answer likely questions. 
 
3) Body of story: Sequence of experiences and encounters (what you did, people). Background, 
history (what visitors need to know). Anecdotes (stories boost reader’s interest).  
 Don’t narrate your trip in chronological order. Don’t report everything. Don’t include 
“service information.” 
 
4) Transitions: Help reader follow story, make story flow. Can be mechanical or artful. 

Types: Word/phrase (similarly, next). Contrast (“in summer” if were discussing winter). 
Repetition/echo of word or phrase. Line space (graphically signals end of one subject, start of 
new one).  
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5) Conclusion: Unmistakable end of the story. Second in importance after lead. Often 
thoughtful/serious/thematic. 
 Types: Kicker (for short piece). Echo of beginning (story comes full circle). Answer to 
question raised in story (satisfies curiosity). Anecdote (end of anecdote is end of piece).  
Chronological (end of trip is end of story). Emblematic/frozen moment (captures meaning of 
story in one memorable image). Quote (wrap-up, thought to ponder).  
 
WRITING WITH STRENGTH AND STYLE: 
1) Show, don’t tell. Create a picture in the reader’s mind. Use fiction techniques, action verbs. 
 
2) Learn how to handle the first person. Convey your personality, but remember that the story 
is about the place, not about you. (“Don’t tap-dance in front of the scenery.”) Prune first-
person words. 
 
2) Beginner’s problems:  
 Lack of focus: Cures: a) narrow your subject; b) highlight what’s important; c) let one 
example represent all; d) avoid the “laundry list.” 
 Fluffy writing, PR puffery (“purr” words, precious style): Cures: a) don’t affect an 
antiquated style; b) use concrete, specific, sensory language; c) seek telling details; d) avoid 
verbal “stock photos.” 
 
GENERAL WRITING GUIDELINES: 
1) Strive for the right word/phrase: Hit it on the head; use creative figures of speech; add 
meaning; develop your color vocabulary; use foreign words; learn the lingo of groups; avoid 
elegant variation; avoid clichés.  
 
2) Use nouns and verbs. 
 
3) Omit needless words: wordy phrasing, qualifiers, chatty writing. 
 
4) Prefer the familiar word. Saxon vs. Latin/Greek and French. 
 
5) Avoid the passive construction. 
 
6) Don’t overuse the verb form “to be.” 
 
7) Cut anything that doesn’t do useful work or move the story forward. “Kill your darlings.” 
 
8) Use a contemporary style.  
 
9) Be yourself. 
 
POWER OF OBSERVATION: The basic tool of travel writing. 
 







 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


